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Manufacturing of Silicon Carbide (SiC) based devices will soon require the
accuracy and control typical of the advanced Si based nanoelectronics. As
a consequence, the processes’ development will surely benefit of
technology computer aided design (TCAD) tools dedicated to the current
and future SiC process technologies. Plasma etching is one of the most
critical and difficult process for optimization procedures in the micro/nano
fabrication area, since the resultant 2D (e.g. in trenches) or 3D (e.g in
holes) profiling is the consequence of the complex interactions between
plasma and materials in the device structures. In this contribution we
present a simulation tool dedicated to the etching simulation of SiC
structures based on the sequential combination of a plasma scale global
model and feature scale Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. As example of
the approach validation procedure the simulations are compared with the
characterization analysis of particular real process results.

A multiscale methodology is necessary for an effective TCAD approach
since this chemical-physical simulation should predict the morphology of
the etched profile at the device feature scale (i.e. in the 10-9 -10-6 m range
of dimensions) starting from an input which is a combination of the initial
(again at the feature scale) geometry and the process parameters, which
generate the plasma conditions at the reactor scale (10-1-100 m range).
Therefore, the full predictivity of the plasma processes relies on the
suitable combination of two approaches simulating: 1) the status of the
plasma generated in the reaction chamber and 2) the effect of the
exposition of the processed sample to the plasma itself. We have
developed a plasma etching TCAD module overcoming some limitations
of a previous tool specialized to Si substrate (see Ref [1]) in order to allow
for: a) the application to compound semiconductors (i.e. SiC or more in
general a two atoms substrate (see fig. 1) instead of a Si substrate and b)
a generic input gas composition instead of a fixed “hardcoded” one.
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Fig. 2: Particles considered in the
feature scale model of the SiC etch.

Index Cell type F O

1 Si SiF (3) SiO (11)

2 C CF (7) CO (13)

3 SiF SF2 (4) SiFO (15)

4 SiF2 SF3 (5) SiF2O (16)

5 SiF3 SF4 (6) * (5)

6 SiF4 * (6) * (6)

7 CF CF2 (8) CFO (18)

8 CF2 CF3 (9) CF2O (19)

9 CF3 CF4 (10) * (9)

10 CF4 * (10) * (10)

11 SiO SiOF (15) SiO2 (12)

12 SiO2 SiFO2 (16) * (12)

13 CO CFO (18) CO2 (14)

14 CO2 * (14) * (14)

15 SiFO SiF2O (16) SiFO2 (17)

16 SiF2O * (16) SiF2O2(22)

17 SiFO2 SiF2O2 (18) * (17)

18 SiF2O2 * (18) * (18)

19 CFO CF2O (19) CFO2 (21)

20 CF2O * (20) CF2O2 (22)

21 CFO2 CF2O2 (22) * (21)

22 CF2O2 * (22) * (22)

For simulation of the plasma state a python-based algorithm has been
developed designed for the automatic creation and solution of any global
plasma models. The reaction set can be provided as a standardized
database file in xml format. The model solve ruling the species and energy
balances in the plasma volume V
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Where 𝑛𝑖 is the volume density of the species 𝑖; 𝑥𝑖 the fraction of the
primary species injected in the chamber according the process recipe (
𝑥𝑖 = 0 for all the other species); 𝑅𝑋 are the differences between the
production and the loss rates of the species as a consequene of electron
𝑒 , volume 𝑉 , volume 𝑆 reaction respectively; 𝑞 is the electron charge; 𝑛𝑒
is the electron density; 𝑇𝑒 is the electron temperature; 𝑃𝑊 is the RF power
released in the plasma 𝑃𝑒−𝑉 is the power loss due to electron inpact in the
volume, 𝑃𝑒−𝑆 and 𝑃𝑖−𝑆 are the power losses due to electron and ions
reactions with the surface; 𝑛𝑖

− indicates the negatively charged species;
𝑛𝑖
+ indicates the positively charged species.

Index Cell type Neutrals Ions By-products

0 Vacuum

1 Si SF6 SF5+ Si

2 C SF5 SF4+ C

3 SiF SF4 SF3+ SiF

4 SiF2 SF3 SF2+ SiF2

5 SiF3 SF2 SF+ SiF3

6 SiF4 SF S+ SiF4

7 CF S F+ CF

8 CF2 F F2+ CF2

9 CF3 F2 O+ CF3

10 CF4 O2 O2+ CF4

11 SiO O3p Ar+ SiO

12 SiO2 O1d SiO2

13 CO SO CO

14 CO2 SO2 CO2

15 SiFO SOF SiFO

16 SiF2O SOF2 SiF2O

17 SiFO2 SOF3 SiFO2

18 SiF2O2 SOF4 SiF2O2

19 CFO SO2F CFO

20 CF2O SO2F2 CF2O

21 CFO2 CFO2

22 CF2O2 CF2O2

Fig. 3: Reaction matrix for the
neutrals in the model

Fig. 1: (Left) Size single element
substrate (e.g. Si). (Right) Side
compound substrate (e.g. SiC). The
simulation box is divided in a
checkboard-like distribution of cubic
“cells” with a length. Orange cells are
occupied by C type specie and blue
cells by Si speci

The feature scale model
allows the possibility of
considering the separate
chains of C and Si based
reactions leading to the
removal (Fig. 1) of two
components of the
compound. Maintaining
the same etch/deposition
simulation framework of
Ref. [1] the SiC version
considers a different and
flexible management of
“particle” and reaction
(Fig. 2 and 3) list.
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Fig.4: Left-right panals (a,d) comparison in transpency (yellow SiO2 green SiC) of the
initial simulation setting (central panels b, c) and FIB section of the real structures

Fig.5: Simulated evolution for a plasma etching process starting from the geometry of Fig. 4 b)

Fig.6: Left-right panals (a,d) comparison in transpency (yellow SiO2 green SiC) of the final
simulated profiles (central panels b, c) and FIB section of the real etched structures

Comparisons with experimental analyses of the real process, by varying
the initial microstructures geometries and the process parameters, can
been performed (fig. 6) in order to validate the numerical tool. The code
can be effectively applied in the process optimization. Moreover, the
coupling approach can be also extended to the atomistic process
simulations [2] for more accurate predictions.
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